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Resource-bounded measure as originated by Lutz is an extension of
classical measure theory which provides a probabilistic means of
describing the relative sizes of complexity classes. Lutz has proposed
the hypothesis that NP does not have p-measure zero, meaning loosely
that NP contains a non-negligible subset of exponential time. This
hypothesis implies a strong separation of P from NP and is supported
by a growing body of plausible consequences which are not known to
follow from the weaker assertion P{NP. It is shown in this paper that
relative to a random oracle, NP does not have p-measure zero. The
proof exploits the following independence property of algorithmically
random sequences: if A is an algorithmically random sequence and a
subsequence A0 is chosen by means of a bounded Kolmogorov
Loveland place selection, then the sequence A1 of unselected bits is
random relative to A0 , i.e., A0 and A1 are independent. A bounded
KolmogorovLoveland place selection is a very general type of
recursive selection rule which may be interpreted as the sequence of
oracle queries of a time-bounded Turing machine, so the methods used
may be applicable to other questions involving random oracles.
] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The conjecture P{NP is a reasonable working hypo-
thesis because of the plausibility of its consequences and the
body of empirical evidence supporting it. Lutz has proposed
a stronger hypothesis, that NP does not have p-measure
zero. This hypothesis has greater explanatory power than
P{NP and is supported by a number of credible
consequences, some of which are summarized later in this
section. The main result of this paper is that a strong form
of Lutz’s hypothesis holds relative to a random oracle,
improving the previous result of Bennett and Gill [2] that
P{NP relative to a random oracle.
The meaning of ‘‘measure zero’’ is in terms of resource-
bounded measure, an extension of classical measure or
probability theory on [0, 1], due to Lutz [28]. The
aspects of resource-bounded measure needed for the present
results are introduced in Section 4. Intuitively, ‘‘NP does
not have p-measure zero’’, written +p(NP){0, indicates
that NP contains a non-negligible subset of exponential
time, or very loosely, a random exponential time language
has nonzero probability of being in NP. Resource-bounded
measure provides a meaningful answer to the question of
what it means for an exponential time language to be
‘‘random’’. Since it is known that the class P does have
p-measure zero, the hypothesis +p(NP){0 implies that
P{NP.
Lutz and Mayordomo cite evidence in [26] for the
plausibility of the hypothesis +p(NP){0. In particular, its
negation would imply the existence of a betting algorithm
for efficiently predicting membership in NP languages, a
consequence which turns out to be intuitively quite unlikely.
We discuss this in greater detail in Section 4 after giving the
relevant definitions.
The hypothesis +p(NP){0 also has a number of
plausible consequences which are not known to follow from
the weaker assertion P{NP. In particular in [26] Lutz and
Mayordomo prove that if +p(NP){0, then the ‘‘Cook
versus KarpLevin’’ (CvKL) conjecture holds for NP, that
is, there is a language which is PT-complete but not 
P
m-
complete for NP. Evidence for the plausibility of the CvKL
conjecture as cited in [26] includes the following facts: The
CvKL conjecture holds for E=DTIME(2linear) (Ko and
Moore, [20]) and for NE (Watanabe [45], Buhrman,
Homer, and Torenvliet [4]). Under certain additional
hypotheses it holds for PSPACE (Watanabe and Tang
[46]). If E{NE the CvKL conjecture holds for NP _
co-NP and if E{NE & co-NE it holds for NP (Selman
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[36]). Longpre and Young [25] also show that Cook
reducibility is faster than KarpLevin reducibility for
certain classes of NP-complete sets. At this time the CvKL
conjecture is not known to be a consequence of the assertion
P{NP. This fact and the plausibility of the CvKL conjecture
itself suggest that a stronger class separation such as
+p(NP){0 is likely to be true.
Other consequences of the hypothesis +p(NP){0 cited in
[26] include the following (here EE denotes the doubly-
exponential class c=0DTIME(2
2n+c) and NEE denotes
the corresponding nondeterministic class):
1. E{NE and EE{NEE (Mayordomo [30], Lutz
and Mayordomo [26]).
2. There exist NP search problems which are not
reducible to the corresponding decision problems (this
follows from item 1 above and a result of Bellare and
Goldwasser [1]).
3. Every Pm-complete language for NP contains a
dense exponential complexity core (Juedes and Lutz [11]).
4. For every real number :<1, every Pn:&tt-hard
language for NP is dense (Lutz and Mayordomo [27]).
Our main result is that relative to a random oracle, NP
does not have measure zero in E, meaning that NP & E does
not have p-measure zero. This result implies that Lutz’s
hypothesis and its many consequences hold relative to a
random oracle, and implies additionally that NP does not
have measure zero in E2=DTIME(2
polynomial), i.e., NP does
not have ‘‘p2 -measure zero’’ relative to a random oracle.
(Here p and p2 refer to the appropriate resource bounds for
measure in E and in E2 , respectively; see Section 4 for
definitions.) A further consequence is that, by virtue of a
recent result by Regan, Sivakumar, and Cai [33], NP is not
measurable in E or E2 relative to a random oracle (see
Section 6). Our arguments actually apply not just to NP but
to some smaller classes such as FewP&coNP; see Section 6.
It is difficult at this point to assess the exact meaning of
a random oracle separation such as Bennett and Gill’s [2]
or the stronger result proved here. In [2], Bennett and Gill
proposed the random oracle hypothesis, i.e., if a property
holds relative to almost every oracle, then it must hold in
unrelativized form. The random oracle hypothesis was first
shown to be false in general by Kurtz [21], and more
recently it has been shown that IP = PSPACE ([37]) but
IPA{PSPACEA for a random oracle A ([8], [15]). We do
not suggest that the present result should be interpreted as
‘‘evidence’’ for the hypothesis +p(NP){0, only that it is an
interesting, related result. The view of the first author is that
random oracle results are useful largely for the insight they
give into the properties of algorithmically random sequences
and into the nature of probabilistic computation.
In any event the present paper is a nontrivial improve-
ment of [2] and introduces techniques which may be useful
in other contexts. In particular we exploit the independence
properties of sequences which are algorithmically random
(in the sense of MartinLo f, Levin, or Chaitin; see
Section 3). Roughly, two sequencesA0 and A1 are independent
if each is algorithmically random relative to the other. For
example, it is shown in [42] and in [17] that if A is algo-
rithmically random and A0 , A1 denote the even and odd
bits of A, respectively, then A0 and A1 are independent in
this sense. Independence results for a number of other kinds
of subsequences are given in [17]. Recently one of the
authors [19] has shown that if the subsequence A0 is
chosen from A according to a bounded Kolmogorov-
Loveland place selection, and A1 denotes the nonselected
bits, then A0 and A1 are independent. A Kolmogorov-
Loveland place selection (see Definition 3.5) is a very
general kind of recursive selection rule in which the n th bit
selected may depend adaptively upon the n&1 previous bits
in the subsequence as well as upon previously examined bits
which are not necessarily included in the subsequence. The
sequence of oracle queries of a Turing machine is an
example of a subsequence chosen according to this type of
rule; the result applies to a restriction of Kolmogorov-
Loveland place selections which is nonetheless useful for
dealing with time-bounded computations.
In the next section we review some of the terminology and
notation to be used; Section 3 introduces algorithmic
randomness, and in Section 4 we cover the pertinent notions
of resource-bounded measure. Section 5 contains the proof
of our main theorem, and in Section 6 we indicate some
extensions and consequences of the main result.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let N=[0, 1, 2, ...] denote the natural numbers. A string
is an element of [0, 1]* or [0, 1, =]*, where the symbol =
is called an undefined bit. The concatenation of strings x and
y is denoted xy. For any string x, |x| denotes the length of
x, and * is the unique string of length 0. If x # [0, 1, =]* and
j, k # N with 0jk<|x|, x[k] is the kth bit (symbol) of
x and x[ j . .k] is the string consisting of the j th through
kth bits of x (note that the ‘‘first’’ bit of x is the 0th). For an
infinite binary sequence A # [0, 1], the notations A[k]
and A[ j . .k] are defined analogously. For any x, y #
[0, 1, =]*, x C= y means that if x[k] is defined, then
y[k] is also defined and x[k]=y[k]; we say that x is an
initial segment, or predecessor, of y or that y is an extension
of x. Likewise for A # [0, 1], x C= A means x[k]=A[k]
whenever bit x[k] is defined. Strings x and y are said to be
incompatible, or disjoint, if there is no string z which is an
extension of both x and y; when x, y # [0, 1]*, this simply
means that x C=3 y and y C=3 x.
Fix a standard enumeration of [0, 1]*, s0=*, s1=0,
s2=1, s3=00, s4=01, .... A language is a subset of [0, 1]*;
a language A will be identified with its characteristic
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sequence /A # [0, 1], defined by sy # A  /A[ y]=1 for
y # N. We will consistently write A for /A . A denotes the
bitwise complement of A, i.e., the set-theoretic complement
of the language A in [0, 1]*. For X[0, 1], Xc denotes
the complement of X in [0, 1].
Typically strings in [0, 1, =]* will be used to represent
partially defined languages, and will generally be represented
by lower-case greek letters. For _ # [0, 1, =]*, when no
confusion is likely to result we will regard _, _=k, and _=
as essentially the same object, since all specify the same
language fragment. We avoid using the notation |_| unless
_ # [0, 1]*, however following [28] we let &_& denote the
number of defined bits in _. When : # [0, 1, =]* and
{ # [0, 1]*, the notation : a { (‘‘{ inserted into :’’) is defined
by
(: a {)[x]={
:[x]
{[ j]
=
if :[x] is defined,
if x is the j th undefined
position in : and j<|{|,
otherwise.
For A, B # [0, 1], AB is the subsequence of A selected by
B, i.e., if y0 , y1 , ... are the positions of the 1-bits of B in
increasing order, then (AB)[x]=A[ yx]. Note that AB
is a finite string if B contains only finitely many 1’s.
For _, { # [0, 1]*, _{ may be defined analogously. For
A, B # [0, 1], the sequence AB is defined by
AB[x]={
A _x2&
B _x+12 &
if x is even,
if x is odd.
E=E1 denotes the class DTIME(2
linear) and E2 denotes
DTIME(2polynomial). Given a function f : [0, 1]*  [0, 1]*,
we say f is in the class p=p1 if f (x) is computable in time
polynomial in |x|, and f is in the class p2 if f (x) is
computable in time |x| (log |x| )O(1). We assume there is a fixed
pairing function on strings so that, for example, a function
on N_[0, 1]* can be interpreted as a function on [0, 1]*
(where the numeric input is represented as a unary string).
A string _ # [0, 1, =]* defines the subset Ext(_)=
[A # [0, 1] : _ C= A] of [0, 1]
, called a cylinder. Ext(_)
is referred to as an interval if _ # [0, 1]*; evidently any
cylinder is a union of intervals. Likewise if S is a subset of
[0, 1, =]*, Ext(S) denotes _ # S Ext(_). By a measure we
simply mean a probability distribution on [0, 1], and for
our present purposes it is sufficient to consider the uniform
distribution, i.e., each bit is equally likely to be a zero or a
one, also called Lebesgue measure. The measure of a subset
E of [0, 1], denoted Pr(E), can be intuitively interpreted
as the probability that a sequence produced by tossing a fair
coin is in the set E; in particular the measure of an interval
Ext(_), abbreviated Pr(_), is just ( 12)
|_| (or ( 12)
&_& if
_ # [0, 1, =]*). For S a set of strings, we abbreviate
Pr(Ext(S)) by Pr(S); if S is disjoint, i.e., all strings in S are
pairwise incompatible, then
Pr(S)= :
_ # S
Pr(_).
Standard results of measure theory (see [13]) show that E
is measurable (meaning that Pr(E) is defined) as long as E
is a Borel set, i.e., built up from intervals by some finite
iteration of countable union and complementation opera-
tions; however, for the most part we will be concerned with
the measure of intervals and cylinders, which depend on
only a finite number of bits, so our probability calculations
are typically just finite combinatorial arguments.
3. ALGORITHMIC RANDOMNESS
‘‘Random’’ sequences are not defined in classical measure
theory; a statement of the form ‘‘Property P(X ) holds for a
random sequence X’’ is a euphemism for
Pr[X : P(X)]=1. (1)
An alternative approach is to explicitly define a class of
sequences R, show that Pr(R)=1 and that sequences in R
have the intuitive and mathematical properties normally
associated with ‘‘randomness’’, and then replace (1) with the
statement
Property P(X ) holds for every X in R. (2)
This approach has some potential advantages: First, (2) is
more informative than (1); (1) asserts that sequences with
property P are plentiful, while (2) offers more or less explicit
instructions (depending on the definition of R) on how to
find them. Second, the explicitness of the definition of R
may actually make (2) easier to prove than (1). Attempts to
employ notions of computability to define a suitable class R
can be traced to Church’s attempt [9] to interpret von
Mises’ intuitive definition of random sequences [44]. See
[23], [40], and [42] for background; in particular [42]
includes a critical examination of the role of computation in
characterizing randomness.
Here we will simply take as R the class of algorithmically
random sequences defined below. The definition we present
is due to MartinLo f [29]. The class defined is extremely
robust, and various equivalent definitions have been given
by Levin [22], Schnorr [34], Chaitin [5, 6, 7], and
Solovay [39].
Recall that associated with any recursively enumerable
(r.e.) set of strings is an index, e.g., the code of a program for
enumerating the set (possibly relative to an oracle). A
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sequence [Si] of r.e. sets is uniform if there is a recursive
function g such that for each i, g(i) is an index of Si .
Definition 3.1. A constructive null cover, or Martin
Lo f test, is a uniform sequence of r.e. sets [Si] such that
Pr(Si)2&i. A sequence A # [0, 1] is algorithmically
random, or 1-random, if it is not contained in any constructive
null cover, that is, for every constructive null cover [Si],
A  i Ext(Si).
Since Pr(i Ext(Si))=0 for any constructive null cover
[Si] and since there are only countably many of them,
it is evident from the definition that the class R of
algorithmically random sequences has measure 1.
MartinLo f [29] offers a rationale for believing that the
definition captures every property of randomness that
mathematicians are ever likely to require (see [42] for an
alternative viewpoint).
The following characterization of algorithmic randomness,
due to Solovay, provides an effective form of the Borel
Cantelli lemma (see [12, p.188]), i.e., if [Ei] is a sequence
of events (subsets of [0, 1]) whose probabilities are
summable, then with probability one only finitely many of
the Ei occur. A proof can be found in [17], [38], or [39].
Theorem 3.2. A sequence A # [0, 1] is algorithmically
random if and only if for every uniform sequence of r.e. sets
[Si] such that i Pr(Si)<, A is in only finitely many of
the classes Ext(Si).
The proof of our main result rests heavily on the notion
of relative randomness. We say that A is random relative to
B, or A is independent of B, to mean in a strong sense that
B ‘‘has no information about A’’ [41]. That is, not only is
it the case that A cannot be computed from B, but access to
B provides no help in guessing or approximating initial
segments of A. In [41] van Lambalgen proposes an
axiomatization of independence relations appropriate for
characterizing randomness, and there it is shown that
relative randomness as defined below satisfies the
independence axioms.
Definition 3.3. Let B # [0, 1]. A constructive null
cover relative to B is a uniform sequence [Si] of sets of
strings, where each Si is r.e. relative to B and Pr(Si)2&i.
A sequence A # [0, 1] is algorithmically random relative
to B if for every constructive null cover [Si] relative to
B, A  i Ext(Si). If A is algorithmically random relative to
B and B is algorithmically random relative to A, then we say
that A and B are independent.
A fundamental result about independence is the following;
see [17] or [41].
Theorem 3.4. (i) If A # [0, 1] is algorithmically
random and A=A0 A1 , then A0 and A1 are independent.
(i) Conversely, if A1 is algorithmically random and A0 is
algorithmically random relative to A1 , then A0 A1 is
algorithmically random.
Note that when the hypothesis of (ii) holds, it follows
from (i) that A1 is algorithmically random relative to A0 ,
i.e., independence is symmetric.
There is nothing special, of course, about splitting A
into the even bits and odd bits as in Theorem 3.4; the
proof of Theorem 3.4 is easily modified to show that for
any recursive B, the subsequences AB and AB are inde-
pendent. We are interested, however, in subsequences
which depend on the sequence A itself. The definition
below describes a very general selection process which
encompasses several special cases of interest. The process
may be pictured as follows, as suggested in [40]: Suppose
the sequence A is represented as a row of cards laid face
down; on the face of the ith card is either a zero or a one,
corresponding to A[i]. We have two recursive functions,
F and G, which are used to select some of the cards to
create a second sequence, which we continue to call a
‘‘subsequence’’ even though the order of the cards may be
changed. Both F and G look at the history of the selec-
tion process, that is, the sequence of cards turned over so
far. The value of F is a natural number indicating the
position of the next card to be turned over. The value of
G is either 0 or 1; if the value is 0, the card is merely tur-
ned over and observed, while if the value is 1 the card is
also selected, i.e., added onto the end of the sub-
sequence.
Definition 3.5. A KolmogorovLoveland place selec-
tion [40] is a pair of partial recursive functions
F : [0, 1]*  N and G : [0, 1]*  [0, 1]. Let A # [0, 1];
F and G select a subsequence Q* from A as follows.
First define sequences of strings !0 C= !1 C= } } } and
\0 C= \1 C= } } } such that !0=\0=*, !j+1=!j A[F(!j)],
and \j+1=\jG(!j) (with the proviso that !j+1 is undefined
if F(!j)=F(!i) for some i< j or if either F or G fails to
converge). If !j and \j are defined for all j let Q=limj !j and
R=limj \j . Thus Q represents the sequence of all bits of A
examined by F, in the order examined. A given bit
Q[ j]=A[F(!j)] is included in the subsequence Q* just if
G(!j)=1, i.e. F determines which bits of A to examine, and
G determines which ones to include in the sequence Q*.
Formally we define Q*=QR. A KolmogorovLoveland
place selection will be called bounded if the function G is
determined by a partial recursive function H : [0, 1]*  N
with the following properties:
(i) H is nondecreasing, i.e., if ! C= !$ then H(!)
H(!$),
(ii) H is unbounded, i.e., if !j and \j are defined for all
j then limj H(!j)=, and
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(iii) G is determined by H according to the rule
F(!)<H(!) O G(!)=0
F(!)H(!) O G(!)=1.
It is also useful to define a sequence B by B[z]=1 if and
only if for some j, F(!j)=z and G(!j)=1, so that N=AB
consists of the ‘‘nonselected’’ bits of A, in their natural order.
One special case of such a selection process, called a
Mises-Wald-Church place selection (see [9], [23], [40],
and [43]) is essentially a gambling strategy for a game in
which the bits of A are revealed sequentially, such as by
successive coin tosses, and a gambler may examine the past
history of outcomes and decide via some algorithm whether
to place a bet of a fixed amount on (i.e., to ‘‘select’’) the next
toss. This process defines a subsequence, namely, the
sequence of bits representing the outcomes on which the
gambler placed a bet.
The real usefulness of Definition 3.5 for our purposes,
however, is that the sequence of queries of a Turing machine
using a sequence A as an oracle may be construed as a
sequence selected according to a rule of this form. We might
not see any immediate use for the idea that a bit may be
observed without being selected, but as we will discover in
Section 5, the extra generality is precisely what is needed to
define a version of the oracle query sequence that excludes
‘‘irrelevant’’ information.
We are interested in whether the analog of Theorem 3.4
holds for more general subsequences. It is not difficult to
show that if A is algorithmically random and Q* is obtained
by means of a KolmogorovLoveland place selection, then
Q* is algorithmically random also. (ln effect this is a version
of a classical result on the impossibility of successful gambling
strategies; see [13] or [10].) It is not known at this time
whether, in general, Q* and N are independent or even
whether N is algorithmically random. The theorem below
does answer the corresponding questions for bounded
Kolmogorov-Loveland place selections, and will play a
crucial role in the proof of our main result. The proof of
Theorem 3.6 is based on techniques developed in [19] and
in [17], where a number of independence properties are
established for subsequences of random sequences.
Theorem 3.6. Let F, G, and H be partial recursive
functions determining a bounded Kolmogorov-Loveland
place selection, let A # [0, 1], and let N and Q* be as in
Definition 3.5. If A is algorithmically random and N is
infinite, then N is algorithmically random relative to Q*;
thus by Theorem 3.4, N and Q* are independent.
4. RESOURCE-BOUNDED MEASURE
Resource-bounded measure theory, as formulated by
Lutz [28], is a form of effective measure theory which
provides a means of describing the measure or probability
of sets of languages within complexity classes and of
defining the random languages (i.e., the pseudorandom
sequences) within a complexity class. The formulation of
Lutz is extremely generalfor example, classical Lebesgue
measure on [0, 1] is a special caseand is presented in
[28] in terms of the powerful notion of n-dimensional
density systems, but its origins may be traced back to the
work of Schnorr on computable martingales [35]. Our
presentation here is highly abbreviated, covering just those
aspects needed for the proofs at hand, that is, to describe
measure in the classes E and E2 , and we use the simpler
language of martingales rather than density systems. The
reader is encouraged to consult [31] or [28] for a more
complete development of resource-bounded measure; see
[13] or [47] for general background on martingales. There
is one instance in the proof of Theorem 5.7 where we will
need the slight extra generality of a density function as
defined in [28], also called a supermartingale.
Definition 4.1. A density function is a function
d : [0, 1]*  [0, ) such that for all _ # [0, 1]*,
d(_) 12 d(_0)+
1
2 d(_1). (3)
If (3) holds with equality then d is a martingale.
A martingale may be intuitively understood as a strategy
for betting on the values of successive bits of a binary
sequence. We picture the space [0, 1] of all possible
sequences as a tree, the value d(*) at the root as the
gambler’s initial capital, and the value d(_) at node _ as the
amount of capital she would possess after the initial
sequence of outcomes _. (Thus the ‘‘bet’’ at node _ on i=0
or 1 corresponds to the amount B, 0Bd(_), for which
d(_i)=d(_)+B and d(_(1&i))=d(_)&B.) The coefficient
1
2 on d(_i) represents the conditional probability that the
next bit is i, given the initial sequence of outcomes _.
Condition (3) with equality asserts that the game is fair, i.e.,
the gambler’s expected gain at each node is zero. The
sequences of particular interest are those for which the
capital becomes unbounded as the game progresses.
Definition 4.2. A martingale (or density function) d
succeeds on a sequence A # [0, 1] if
lim
n  
sup d(A[0. .n])=.
Thus for a martingale d to succeed on a sequence A, it must
be able to make a good prediction of the (n+1)st bit of A
from the first n bits, and must do so often enough to win an
infinite amount of money. Intuitively it is not surprising that
this hardly ever happens; given a martingale or density
function d, if a sequence A is generated by repeatedly tossing
a fair coin, then d succeeds on A with probability zero. This
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is a consequence of the following lemma, which is a special
case of a standard result known as Kolmogorov’s inequality
for martingales (see [13, p. 242]).
Lemma 4.3. Let d be a density function and a>0; then
Pr[_ # [0, 1]*: d(_)>a]<
d(*)
a
.
Proof. Let S=[_ # [0, 1]*: d(_)>a], and let Sn=
[_ # S : |_|n]. Since each string in Sn has a shortest
predecessor in Sn , we can assume that Sn is disjoint, so by
repeated application of (3) we have
d(*) :
_ # Sn
1
2|_|
d(_)> :
_ # Sn
a
2|_|
=a } Pr(Sn).
The lemma then follows from the fact that Pr(S)=
limn Pr(Sn). K
In particular if d (or some close approximation to d ) is a
recursive function, the sequence [Si] defined by Si=
[_ # [0, 1]*: d(_)>2i] is a constructive null cover.
Definition 4.4. A computation of a martingale d is a
function d from N_[0, 1]* into the rational numbers such
that |d t(_)&d(_)|2&t for all _ # [0, 1]* and t # N. For
i=1 or 2, d is a pi-computation of d if d # pi ; then we also
refer to d as a pi-martingale. If the function d itself is in pi ,
then d is called an exact pi -martingale.
In this paper we are only concerned with showing that a
given pi -martingale is unable to succeed on a particular
language. The following lemma, due independently to
Juedes and Lutz [16] and to Mayordomo [31], ensures
that for our purposes it suffices to consider only exact pi -
martingales. (See [16] for a somewhat stronger version.)
Lemma 4.5. Let d be a pi -martingale. Then there is an
exact pi -martingale d such that if d succeeds on A # [0, 1],
then d succeeds on A also.
The measure structure of the class Ei is defined in terms
of pi-martingales. The key definition is the following.
Definition 4.6. Let i=1 or 2. A class X[0, 1] has
pi -measure zero, written +pi (X)=0, if there is a pi-
martingale which succeeds on every sequence A # X.
Likewise X[0, 1] has pi -measure one, written
+pi (X)=1, if the complement X
c of X has pi-measure zero.
The class X[0, 1] has measure zero in Ei , written
+(X | Ei)=0, if +pi (X & Ei)=0; X has measure one in Ei if
+pi (X
c | Ei)=0.
We also write +pi (X){0 to indicate that X does not have
pi -measure zero; note that this does not imply that +pi (X)
has some nonzero value, since it may be undefined, i.e., X
may not be pi-measurable. In particular if X is closed under
finite variationthat is, any A # [0, 1] which differs from
some B # X on only a finite number of bits is also in Xthen
there are only three possibilities for the pi-measure of
X : +pi (X)=0, +pi (X)=1, or X is not pi-measurable. (This is
the resource-bounded form of the Kolmogorov zero-one
law; see [31, p. 37] for a proof.) Note that Definition 4.4
may easily be relativized to an oracle A # [0, 1], in which
case we may write +Api instead of +pi in Definition 4.6.
If +(X | Ei)=0, we say that X is a negligibly small part of
Ei ; if +(X|Ei)=1, then almost every language A # Ei is in X.
Lutz [28] has proved a number of results justifying the use
of this terminology, e.g., the measure zero sets in Ei behave
set-theoretically like ‘‘small’’ sets and the measure one sets
behave set-theoretically like ‘‘large’’ sets. It is also not
difficult to show that +(Ei | Ei){0 and that +(P | Ei)=0. We
are interested in the size of NP in the classes E and E2.
Figure 1, adapted from [26], summarizes the known relation-
ships among ‘‘non-smallness’’ conditions on NP. All the
implications are easy consequences of the definitions except
for the one marked with an asterisk, which follows from the
lemma below due to Juedes and Lutz [16]. (The notation
‘‘Pm(X)’’ denotes the downward closure of X under
polynomial-time many-one reductions.)
Lemma 4.7. Let X[0, 1]. If +(X | E){0, then
+(Pm(X) | E2){0.
Lutz has suggested that the conditions in Figure 1 be
investigated as scientific hypotheses, i.e., evaluated in terms
of explanatory power and intrinsic plausibility. In Section 1
we discussed some of the consequences of the hypothesis
+p(NP){0; we conclude this section with a brief intuitive
argument, originally given in [26], for the intrinsic
plausibility of the hypothesis. The condition +p(NP)=0
would imply that there exists a single p-martingale d which
succeeds on every language A # NP. This means that there
is a fixed polynomial xc such that for every NP language A,
given the first x bits of A, d has time xcr2cn to compute its
bet on whether sx # A, where n=|sx |rlog x. However, for
arbitrarily large k, there are NP languages A for which
determining whether sx # A apparently requires checking
2kn potential witnesses (possible nondeterministic com-
putation paths). Thus an individual in possession of the
+(NP | E2){0 o==* +(NP | E){0
+p 2(NP){0 ==O +p(NP){0
P{NP
FIG. 1. Non-smallness conditions.
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algorithm d could successfully bet on all NP languages
while only examining the fraction 2cn2kn of the search space
of potential witnesses. Since c is fixed and k is arbitrarily
large, the fraction 2cn2kn=2c&k is arbitrarily small; thus it
seems extremely unlikely that such an algorithm could exist.
5. MAIN RESULT
Our main result is that the strongest of the conditions in
Fig. 1 holds relative to a random oracle.
Theorem 5.1. If A # [0, 1] is algorithmically random,
then
(i) +Ap (NP
A & EA){0, and
(ii) +Ap2(NP
A & EA2 ){0.
Note that as stated, (ii) is a consequence of (i) by
Lemma 4.7; however, we will see in Section 6 that the proof
actually applies to some slightly smaller classes than NP,
such as NP&coNP, which are not closed downward and
hence not subject to Lemma 4.7. In any case the proofs of (i)
and (ii) are essentially identical, so we will present both
together and remark on the minor differences where
appropriate. Theorem 5.1 is equivalent to Corollary 5.8
below, which is in turn a consequence of Theorems 3.6 and
5.7. Most of our work will be devoted to the proof of
Theorem 5.7. Before we can formally state it we need to
develop a number of definitions and preliminary results.
Remark 5.2. We make some simplifying assumptions
about martingales. For i=1 or 2, let d be an exact pi -
martingale (see Lemma 4.5). We assume that d(*) is always
1. We assume that the values d(_0) and d(_1) are produced
simultaneously, e.g., as a pair, and we use the notation
d(_g) to denote this pair of values. The computation of
d(_g) always begins by precisely duplicating the compu-
tations of d(_[0 } } } i]) for i=d, 1, ..., |_|&1, in order.
Associated with d is a function f # pi such that on an input
sequence _ # [0, 1]* of length m, d(_g) runs for exactly
f (m) steps. We assume that each step includes exactly one
query of an oracle A and that no bit of the oracle is queried
more than once during the computation of d(_g). It is
important to note that these assumptions do not restrict the
sets of languages having pAi -measure zero. We suppress the
superscript A throughout the sequel.
Throughout the discussion below, let i=1 or i=2 be
fixed, let d be an exact pi -martingale, and let f denote the
time bound function for d as in Remark 5.2 above. We first
define the construction of a language LA # NPA & EAi
depending in a uniform way on A # [0, 1]; Theorem 5.1
will be established once we show that when A is algorith-
mically random, d does not succeed on LA , where the
computation of d is relative to oracle A.
If y=|_|, then we think of d(_g) as first producing the
value of the capital at node _, and then determining how to
bet on the next bit LA[ y], i.e., on whether sy # LA . To make
its decision, d has time f ( y); note that since the yth bit of LA
represents a string sy of length n=wlog2( y+1)x, when
expressed in terms of n the time bound on d is dominated by
a function of the form 2t(n), where t(n)=cn if f # p1 and
t(n)=nc if f # p2 , for some constant c. Let
u(n)=t(n)+2n+1.
Let v~ (n) be the real-valued function defined by
\1& 12u(n)+
v~ (n)
=
1
2
,
and define
v(n)=wv~ (n)x.
Now given A # [0, 1], we partition A into independent
blocks of contiguous bits and let each block determine a
single bit of LA . For each y, the block corresponding
to sy will consist of u(n) } v(n) bits of A, where n=|sy |.
Specifically let
b0=0, by= :
x< y
u( |sx | ) v( |sx | ).
We will refer to A[by . .by+1&1] as the yth block of A. The
y th block of A determines the bit LA[ y] according to the
mapping 8 defined below.
Definition 5.3. Let u, v, and by be as described above,
let y # N, n=|sy |, and A # [0, 1]. Define
8y(A)={
1 if (_x<v(n))[A[by+x } u(n)+j]=0
for 0 j <u(n)],
0 otherwise.
Then LA is the language defined by sy # LA  8y(A)=1,
i.e., LA[ y]=8y(A). We may similarly define 8y(_) for any
string _ which is defined on bits by , ..., by+1&1. That is,
LA[ y]=1 just if for some x, the xth group of u(n) bits
within the yth block of A is all zeros. Such an x will be called
a witness for LA[ y]=1, and we say that d finds a witness for
LA[ y]=1 if for some x, d queries all u(n) bits in the xth
group and determines that all are zeros. We verify in
Lemma 5.4 that the function v has been defined so that
approximately half of the possible configurations of
A[by . .by+1&1] correspond to LA[ y]=0. We also verify
that LA # NPA & EAi . The proof is a somewhat technical
argument which can be skipped on a first reading without
loss of continuity.
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Lemma 5.4. (i) Let y # N and n=|sy |; then
1
2
Pr(LA[ y]=0)<
1
2
+
1
2u(n)
.
(ii) LA # NPA & EAi .
Proof. (i) For any fixed x, 0xv(n),
Pr(x is a witness for LA[ y]=1)
=Pr((\j<u(n)) A[by+x } u(n)+ j]=0)
=
1
2u(n)
and so
Pr(x is not a witness for LA[ y]=1)=1&
1
2u(n)
. (4)
It follows that
Pr(LA[ y]=0)=\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
.
By the definition of v~ (n) and the fact that v(n)v~ (n)<
v(n)+1, we have
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)+1
<
1
2
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
,
establishing the first inequality, and then
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
&
1
2
<\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
&\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)+1
=\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
_1&\1& 12u(n)+&
=\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
\ 12u(n)+
<
1
2u(n)
, (5)
which establishes the second.
(ii) Since
\1& 12u(n)+
2u(n)

1
e
from below,
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)

1
2
>\1& 12u(n)+
2u(n)
.
Hence we know that
v(n)<2u(n) (6)
for all n1. Given y # N, let n=|sy |; to determine whether
sy # LA requires examining the yth block of A, which con-
sists of u(n) } v(n) bits. For i=1, u(n)=(c+2) n+1, so by
(6), u(n) } v(n) is of the form 2linear; likewise for i=2,
u(n)=nc+2n+1, so u(n) } v(n) is of the form 2polynomial.
This establishes that LA # EAi . A nondeterministic
computation of LA[ y] need only check the polynomially
many bits in the yth block constituting the witness.
Moreover, for any bit z in the yth block we have by
z<by+1, and it follows from (6) and the definition of by
that |sz| is bounded by a polynomial; hence LA # NPA. K
Our object in defining LA is to show that when A is
algorithmically random, d cannot succeed on LA . However,
since LA is obtained deterministically from A, d can get
information about LA by querying the oracle A. For any
_, y=|_| and n=|sy |, the bit LA[ y] depends on u(n) } v(n)
bits of A, so there are v(n) potential witnesses for
LA[ y]=1. During the computation ofd(_g), i.e., in deciding
how to bet on LA[ y], d may make 2t(n) queries. In
particular this means that d can examine less than 2t(n)
potential witnesses. It turns out that v(n) is of roughly the
same order as 2u(n)=2t(n)+2n+1, so 2t(n) is actually a very
small fraction, about 2&2n, of the potential witnesses. The
lemma below confirms that d can gain only a very slight
advantage by querying A; again, the proof could be skipped
on a first reading.
Lemma 5.5. (i) There exists a sequence [$y] with
y $y< such that for all y # N,
Pr(d finds a witness for LA[ y]=1)<$y .
It follows that if A is algorithmically random, d finds a
witness for LA[ y]=1 for only finitely many y.
(ii) There exists a sequence [=y] with y =y< such
that for all y # N and n=|sy |, if x1 , x2 , ..., xr is any sequence
of r natural numbers with xj<v(n) and r2t(n) then
1
2Pr(LA[ y]=0 | x1 , ..., xr are not witnesses for
LA[ y]=1)< 12+=y .
Proof. We begin with a couple of technical inequalities.
First note that since
\1& 12x+
2x

1
e
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monotonically from below and the left-hand-side is equal to
1
4 when x=1,
1
4
\1& 12x+
2x
<
1
2
for all x>0. It follows that
1&
1
2x
<\12+
2&x
. (7)
Similarly since
\1+ 12x+
2x
 e>2,
and again the limit is monotonic from below,
22&x<1+
1
2x
(8)
for all x>0. Then we can write
\1& 12u(n)+
2t(n)
=_\1& 12u(n)+
2u(n)
&
2t(n)&u(n)
\14+
2t(n)&u(n)
=\12+
2t(n)&u(n)+1
=\12+
2&2n
(since u(n)=t(n)+2n+1)
>1&
1
22n
by (7). (9)
It also follows that
\1& 12u(n)+
&2t(n)
22
&2n
<1+
1
22n
by (8). (10)
Now to prove (i), let us say that during the computation
of d(_g), |_|= y, d examines a potential witness x<v(n)
when d first queries some bit within the x th group of u(n)
bits in the y th block of A, i.e., within A[by+x } u(n) . .
by+(x+1) u(n)&1]. There are 2u(n) possible configura-
tions of these u(n) bits, and for only one of them is x a
witness; however, the next and subsequent bits queried by d,
and in particular the next potential witness examined, may
depend on the exact configuration of the x th group. In
addition, d may query bits of A outside the y th block
altogether. Each A # [0, 1] determines a sequence x1 ,
x2 , ..., xr , r2t(n), of witnesses examined by d. Since d is
time-bounded, there is an M # N such that while computing
d(_g), d can only query bits yM. Let : C= A denote the
string A[0. .M] with each bit in the yth block replaced by
the = symbol, i.e.,
:=A[0 . .by&1)(=)u(n) } v(n) A[by+1. .M].
Let xj denote the j th potential witness examined by d and let
{j denote the xj th group of u(n) bits in the y th block. Clearly
xj+1 depends on :, {1 , ..., {j , but it is always the case that the
conditional probability that xj+1 is not a witness, given
:, {1 , ..., {j , is 1&2&u(n), by (4). It follows that
Pr(x1 , ..., xr are all not witnesses |:)=\1& 12u(n)+
r
\1& 12u(n)+
2t(n)
,
and since the strings : form a disjoint cover of [0, 1], we
can sum over all : to conclude that
Pr(d finds no witnesses)\1& 12u(n)+
2t(n)
and hence
Pr(d finds at least one witness)1&\1& 12u(n)+
2t(n)
<
1
22n
by (9).
Let
$y=
1
22n
,
where n=|sy |. Note that
:
y
$y=:
y
:
n=|sy|
1
22n
=:
n
2n }
1
22n
<. (11)
We noted above that since d makes only finitely many
queries in computing d(_g), only a finite initial segment
A[0. .M] is required to determine whether d finds a
witness for LA[ y]=1. Hence for each y we can define a set
Sy to consist of all strings of the form A[0. .M] such that
d finds a witness for LA[ y]=1; evidently the sets Sy are
uniformly r.e. and Pr(Si)<$y . It follows from the
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BorelCantelli lemma (Theorem 3.2) that if A # [0, 1] is
algorithmically random, d finds a witness for LA[ y]=1 for
only finitely many y.
Then for (ii), using (4) we see that
Pr(LA[ y]=0 | x1 , ..., xr are not witnesses for
LA[ y]=1)=\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)&r
,
and since v(n)&r<v(n)v~ (n),
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)&r
\1& 12u(n)+
v~ (n)
=
1
2
,
which provides the first inequality. For the second
inequality
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)&r
\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)&2t(n)
=\1& 12u(n)+
v(n)
\1& 12u(n)+
&2t(n)
\12+
1
2u(n)+\1&
1
2u(n)+
&2t(n)
by (5)
<\12+
1
2u(n)+\1+
1
22n+ by (10)
=
1
2
+=y ,
where
=y=
1
2u(n)
+
1
22n+1
+
1
2u(n)+2n
and n=|sy |. Clearly [=y] is summable as in (11). K
Part (i) shows that if A is algorithmically random, d can
actually find a witness for LA[ y]=1 only finitely often.
Part (ii) then asserts that the information d gains by not
finding a witness gives it only a very slight advantage which
is bounded by a rapidly decreasing sequence =y . The
difficulty ahead of us is to show that the slight advantage d
gains by querying A is not enough to enable it to succeed
on LA .
We will first define Q*A , the bounded query sequence for
LA , to consist of just those bits in the y th block of A which
d was able to query before having to decide the value
of d(_g), where y=0, 1, 2, ..., and _=LA[0 . . y&1].
Informally, for any z # N let y be the integer for which
byz<by+1 , and define B[z]=1 just if A[z] is queried
during the computation of d(_g), where _=LA[0. . y&1].
Then Q*A will consist of the bits of AB, not in their ‘‘natural’’
order in A, but in the order queried by d. We will also define
NA=AB , the nonselected bits of A. For the purpose of
proving Theorem 5.7 below, we will use the following formal
definition.
Definition 5.6. Fix an oracle A # [0, 1]. For a string
_ with |_|= y, define a function F_ : [0, 1]*  N as follows:
if ! is the sequence of responses to the first |!|< f ( y) oracle
queries in the computation of d(_g) relative to A, then
F_(!) is the position of the next bit to be queried. For an
infinite sequence C # [0, 1] let FC(!)=F_(!), where
_=C[0 . . y&1] for the least y such that |!|< f ( y). Let
GC (!)={01
if FC(!)<by
if FC(!)by .
Define sequences of strings !0 C= !1 C= } } } and \0 C=
\1 C= } } } such that !0=\0=*, !j+1=!j A[FC(!j)], and
\j+1=\jGC(!j). Let QC=lim j !j and RC=limj \j . Then the
bounded query sequence for C is the sequence Q*C=QCRC ,
and in particular to avoid double subscripts we let Q*A
denote Q*LA , the bounded query sequence for C=LA . We
also define B # [0, 1] by B[z]=1 if and only if for
some j, FLA(!j)=z and GLA(!j)=1; then NA=AB is the
sequence of nonselected bits of A.
Q*A includes a relatively small part of the y th block of A,
and moreover by Lemma 5.5(ii), if we look at the bits of NA
within the y th block (i.e., everything remaining in the y th
block after the selection of Q*A), approximately half the
possible configurations correspond to LA[ y]=0 and half
to LA[ y]=1. Thus if d is successful in predicting whether
LA[ y]=1 based on the partial information represented in
Q*A , then d in effect has a great deal of information about the
nonqueried bits in the y th block of A, which should be
impossible unless A itself has some kind of internal
regularity, i.e., is nonrandom. What we prove is that if d
succeeds on LA , there is a martingale h (actually a density
function) recursive in Q*A which succeeds on NA . We then
invoke Kolmogorov’s inequality (Lemma 4.3) to conclude
that NA is contained in a constructive null cover relative
to Q*A .
Theorem 5.7. Let A # [0, 1], and let LA , Q*A , and NA
be as in Definition 5.6. Suppose that d succeeds on LA using
oracle A, and that d finds a witness for LA[ y]=1 for only
finitely many y # N. Then NA is contained in a constructive
null cover relative to Q*A .
It is not difficult to see that the bounded query sequence
of Definition 5.6 is an instance of a sequence selected
via a bounded Kolmogorov-Loveland place selection
(Definition 3.5), and the similarity in notation is deliberate.
While the selection function FLA of Definition 5.6 apparently
depends on LA , this is really just an artifact of the time
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bound on d. Note that for a given string !, if y is the number
for which f ( y&1)|!|< f ( y), then FLA(!) is defined as
F_(!), where _=LA[0. . y&1], i.e., FLA(!) depends only
on an initial segment of LA of length y. Moreover,
LA[0. . y&1] is determined completely by A[0. .by&1],
and as soon as f ( y) queries have been made no bit of A to
the left of by+1 can thereafter be added to the bounded
query sequence, so in the absence of the time bound there is
no reason that d could not then systematically examine all
bits of A to the left of by+1 and hence determine LA[0 } } } y].
We can define p.r. functions F and H which select the sub-
sequence Q*A from A according to Definition 3.5 as follows:
Initially H(*)=0 and F simulates FLA on inputs ! of length
|!|< f (0); since FLA(!)=F*(!), no knowledge of LA is
required. For y>0, having accumulated knowledge of
LA[0. . y&1], F may simulate FLA(!) for |!|< f ( y). Upon
reaching the point in the simulation that |!|= f ( y), the
value of H is set to by+1 and F then queries all previously
unexamined bits in the yth block of A and thus determines
LA[0. . y]. The subsequence Q* selected by F and H is
precisely the bounded query sequence of Definition 5.6.
Note also that NA is infinite since FLA can select at most f ( y)
bits from A[0 . .by+1&1].
It therefore follows from Theorem 3.6 that if A is
algorithmically random, NA is algorithmically random
relative to Q*A ; moreover by Lemma 5.5(i), d finds a witness
for LA[ y]=1 only finitely often. Then the desired conclusion
is immediate from Theorem 5.7:
Corollary 5.8. Let A # [0, 1] and let LA be the test
language of Definition 5.3. Let d be an exact pi -martingale
as in Remark 5.2. If A is algorithmically random, d does not
succeed on LA relative to A.
The proof of our main result, Theorem 5.1, will be
complete once we prove Theorem 5.7.
Proof of Theorem 5.7. The plan of the proof is as
follows. We first construct a function d* recursive in Q*A ,
and then define the martingale h. The function d* may be
regarded more or less as a partially defined martingale
which is attempting to succeed on NA ; thus we think of the
inputs \ to d* as possible initial segments of NA . The
construction of d* proceeds in stages; at stage y+1, d*
attempts to simulate the computation of d(_g) for strings
_ of length y. Consider steps f ( y&1) through f ( y)&1 in
the computation of d(_g); if d queries bit z of the oracle,
where zby , the value of A[z] is available from Q*A . The
information in Q*A can then be used by d* to construct an
approximation of A, that is, to fill in some of the bits of a
string :\ # [0, 1, =]* which d* ‘‘believes’’ to be an initial
segment of a sequence A associated with a given input \.
However, during this part of the computation of d(_g),
values for d(_[0. . j]), j<y, have already been produced, so
if a bit z<by is queried by d, the value A[z] is not part
of the bounded query sequence Q*A , i.e. it resides in NA .
What d* does is to use the input string \ (which it hopes is
an initial segment of NA) to fill in the values of bits z<by of
:\ which are not provided by Q*A . Most input strings are not
initial segments of NA , of course, so most of the time the
attempted simulation of d is incorrect, but there must be one
sequence of inputs \0 C= \1 C= } } } which are true initial
segments of NA , and on these inputs d* will correctly
simulate d. We will then arrange to define d*(\) to be equal
to an associated value d(_\), where _\ is a true initial
segment of LA , so that if lim supj d(LA[0 . . j])=, then
lim sup jd*(NA[0. . j])= also.
The function d*, unfortunately, is not a martingale, but
in some sense it is a ‘‘biased’’ martingale, and the extent to
which it is biased-the extent to which the probability
associated with each bit differs from 12is bounded by the
sequence =y of Lemma 5.5. Thus instead of a strategy d
which has an advantage =y in betting on LA , we have in a
sense the ‘‘dual’’ problem of a strategy d* betting on a
sequence where the odds may be biased by =y . This is
actually a fortuitous state of affairs, since the effect of the
bias =y can now be more readily analyzed. The idea is to
define the (unbiased) density function h by making careful
adjustments in the values of d* so that condition (3) can be
satisfied, and to do so in such a way that the lim sup is
preserved. The key to being able to do this is the fact that the
sequence =y is rapidly decreasing.
We next give a formal description of the construction of
d*. The construction takes place in stages. If d*(\) is
defined during stage y, we will say that the node \ is active
at stage y+1. At each stage, for each active node \, all the
extensions of \ having a certain fixed length will become
defined. Associated with each active node \ at stage y+1 is
the following cast of characters:
:\ : belief about A at node \. :\ is a string over
[0, 1, =]*, but all bits z<by are defined.
_\ : belief about LA corresponding to :\ , i.e.,
_\[ j]=8j (:\) for j=0, ..., y&1. _\ is a string of length y.
(8 is as in Definition 5.3.)
1\ : an integer representing the next bit of Q*A to be
queried by d*.
!\ : sequence of all query responses produced by the
simulation of d(_\). !\ is a string of length f ( y&1) (where
we define f (&1)=0).
Construction at Stage 0. Let d*(*)=d(*)=1, and
:*==,
_*=*,
1*=0, and
!*=*.
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Construction at Stage y+1. For each active node \, let
:=:\ , _=_\ , 1=1\ , and !=!\ . Note that y=|_| by
construction. We simulate the computation of d(_g) on
steps f ( y&1) through f ( y)&1, extending : and ! as
follows:
for j := f ( y&1) to f ( y)&1 do
z :=F_(!)
if zby then
![ j]:=Q*A[1]
:[z]:=Q*A[1]
1 :=1+1
else
![ j]:=:[z]
Simulate the j th step in
the computation of d(_g),
using ![ j] for the oracle response.
Then let
a=d(_0),
b=d(_1),
and
k=number of undefined bits in :[by . .by+1&1]. (12)
For each string { # [0, 1]k define d* on node \{ by:
d*( \{)={ab
if 8y(: a {)=0
if 8y(: a {)=1.
Finally let
_\{={_0_1
if 8y(: a {)=0
if 8y(: a {)=1,
:\{=: a {,
1\{=1, and
!\{=!.
This completes stage y+1.
Claim 5.9. Let *=\0 C= \1 C= \2 C= } } } be the
unique sequence of strings such that for each y, \y C= NA
and \y is active at stage y+1. If d succeeds on LA , then
lim supy d*(\y)=.
Proof of Claim 5.9. It can be shown by induction that at
stage y+1,
:\y C= A,
_\y=LA[0 } } } y&1], and
d*(\y)=d(_\y).
Hence lim supy d*(\y)=lim supy d(LA[0 . . y&1])=. K
We next define the density function h. During the following
discussion let \ be an active node at any stage y+1, and let
*=\0 C= \1 C= } } } C= \y=\ be the predecessors of \ such
that \j is active at stage j+1. Let :=:\ and _=_\ be the
strings associated with \ in the construction at stage y+1,
let a, b, and k be as in (12), and let c=d*(\)=d(_). The
plan is to define h by adjusting the values of d* at each node
so the condition
h(\)
1
2k
:
|{|=k
h(\{) (13)
can be satisfied (note that (13) is just the obvious extension
of (3)). First we need the following:
Definition 5.10. The node \ is bad if 8y(: a {)=1 for
every { # [0, 1]k. If \ is not bad it is good. If \ is bad and
b=0, then each of the nodes \{ will be called dead.
Note that a node is bad if the bits of the oracle queried by
d(_g) actually include a group of zeros witnessing that
LA[ y]=1. It follows that d*(\{)=d(_1)=b for every
{ # [0, 1]k. Note also that by construction, if _\ is the string
associated with the active node \ so that d*(\)=d(_\),
then for every active node \$ extending \, the associated
string _\$ extends _\ . It follows that if a node \ is dead, then
d*(\$)=d(_\)=0 for every \$ extending \. We should also
note that the goodness or badness of a node \ is evident at
the stage in the construction where \ is active.
Now if \ is good, we define the quantity
q\=
|[{ # [0, 1]k : d*(\{)=a]|
2k
,
if a{b, and q\= 12 if a=b. That is, q\ is the proportion of
the extensions \{ of \, |{|=k, for which d*(\{)=a, or
equivalently, for which 8y(: a {)=0. We will shortly need
the following crucial fact about q\ :
Claim 5.11. Let [=y] be the sequence defined in
Lemma 5.5(ii), and let \ be a node active at stage y+1 as
above. Then
1
2q\<
1
2+=y . (14)
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Proof of Claim 5.11. Let x1 , ..., xr denote those potential
witnesses xj<v(n) such that the xj th group of u(n) bits in
the y th block of :\ includes a defined bit; note rk2t(n).
Then
1
2Pr(LA[ y]=0)
=Pr[{ # [0, 1]u(n) v(n) : 8y({)=0]
Pr[{ # [0, 1]k : 8y(: a {)=0]
Pr(LA[ y]=0 | x1 , ..., xr are not witnesses)
< 12+=y .
The first inequality is Lemma 5.4(i); the last is
Lemma 5.5(ii). K
Let m*=1; if \ is good, for each string { # [0, 1]k let
m\{={
1
2q\
1
2(1&q\)
if d*(\{)=a
if d*(\{)=b,
and if \ is bad let
m\{={
c
b
if b{0
0 if b=0
We will also need the observation that since (a+b)2=c
(by (3), since d is a martingale), it is always the case that if
b{0, then
c
b
=
1
2
+
a
2b

1
2
. (15)
Now to define h(\), let h(*)=d*(*)=1, let
M\= `
y
j=0
m\j ,
and let
h(\)=M\ } d*(\).
Claim 5.12. If the strings \{ are not dead, then
h(\)=
1
2k
:
|{|=k
h(\{).
Proof of Claim 5.12. The numbers m\ have been
defined so that the following conditions hold. If \ is good,
d*(\)=c=
a+b
2
=
1
2k _2kq\ \
1
2q\+ a+2k(1&q\) \
1
2(1&q\)+ b&
=
1
2k
:
|{|=k
m\{ d*(\{)
since 2kq\ is the number of extensions \{ for which
d*(\{)=a, and 2k(1&q\) is the number for which
d*(\{)=b. If \ is bad, then d*(\{)=b for all { # [0, 1]k, so
as long as b{0 (by hypothesis the nodes \{ are not dead),
we have
d*(\)=c=
c
b
} b
=m\{d*(\{)
=
1
2k
:
|{|=k
m\{ d*(\{).
Thus in either case
M\ } c=
1
2k
:
|{|=k
M\ } m\{ d*(\{), i.e.,
h(\)=
1
2k
:
|{|=k
h(\{). K
We can extend the domain of h to all strings # as follows:
if #0, #1 are dead strings of the form \{, then let h(#)=
c=d*(\); otherwise simply require
h(#)= 12 h(#0)+
1
2 h(#1).
Claim 5.12 ensures that this can be done. (We have not
defined d*on strings other than the active nodes, but it is
not necessary to do so.) Since h(\{)=0 when \{ is dead and
thus (13) is trivially satisfied, we have shown:
Claim 5.13. h is a density function.
The next step is to establish a relationship between h
and d*. We have seen that to obtain each value h(\) we
multiplied the corresponding value of d*(\) by a number
M\ . The idea in the arguments that follow is to show that
the numbers M\ cannot get too small, so that h(\) cannot
be too much smaller than d*(\). Let [=y] be the sequence
defined in Lemma 5.5. We first need a minor technical fact.
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Claim 5.14. There exists a constant J such that
`
y
1
1+2=y
>2&J.
Proof of Claim 5.14. Since
(1+2=y)12=y  e<4,
it follows that
(1+2=y)<42=y=24=y
and hence
log(1+2=y)<4=y ;
since [=y] is summable we may let J be any number for
which
:
y
log(1+2=y)<J<
Thus
:
y
log \ 11+2=y+>&J
and
`
y
1
1+2=y
>2&J. K
Claim 5.15. Let \0 C= \1 C= \2 C= } } } be a finite or
infinite sequence of nodes such that \j is active at stage j+1,
none of the \j are dead, and only finitely many of the \j are
bad. Let K denote the number of bad nodes in the sequence
and J the constant of Claim 5.14. Then for each node \j in the
sequence,
M\j>2
&J2&K.
Proof of Claim 5.15. If \j is a good node, then 12q\j<
1
2+=j by (14), so 12q\j<1+2=j and
1
1+2=j
<
1
2q\j
1.
For good nodes \ we always have
1
2(1&q\)
m\{
1
2q\
,
and for the bad nodes \ it is always the case by (15) that
m\{ 12.
Thus for any \y in the sequence,
M\y= `
\ j good
j<y
m\ j+1 } `
\j bad
j<y
m\ j+1
 `
y
j=0
m\j } \12+
K
 `
y
j=0
1
2q\j
} 2&K
`
j
1
1+2=j
} 2&K
2&J2&K. K
Let \0 C= \1 C= \2 C= } } } be the unique sequence of
active nodes with \y C= NA . By hypothesis d finds a witness
for LA[ y]=1 only finitely often, so only finitely many of
the \y are bad; let K0 denote the number of bad nodes in the
sequence. For each t # N, we may define a set St as the
enumeration of those strings \ satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) \ is active at some stage in the construction,
(ii) at most K0 of the active nodes \$ C= \ are bad,
(iii) d*(\)>2J+K0 } 2t.
Since d* is recursive in Q*A , the sets St are uniformly r.e.
relative to Q*A . By Claim 5.9, St contains some initial seg-
ment of NA , so
NA # ,
t
Ext(St).
Claim 5.16. Pr(St)2&t, i.e., [St] is a constructive null
cover.
Proof of Claim 5.16. First define
S$t=[\ : h(\)>2t].
By Kolmogorov’s inequality (Lemma 4.3), Pr(S$t)<2&t, so
it will suffice to show that St S$t . Suppose \ # St; let y+1
be the stage at which \ is active, and let \0 C= } } } C= \y=\
be the active predecessors of \. Note that none of the \j are
dead (see the remarks following Definition 5.10). It then
follows from Claim 5.15 that
h(\)=M\d*(\)>2&J&K0 } d*(\)>2t,
so \ # S$t . K
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.7. K
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6. REMARKS
It is not difficult to see that the test language LA of
Theorem 5.1 is not in coNPA, and hence that the theorem
actually applies to NP&coNP: Consider the class C=
[A : LA # coNPA]. If C has positive measure, there is a fixed
nondeterministic machine M with polynomial time bound g
such that the class
[A : (\y)[LA[ y]=0  M A( y) has an accepting path]]
(16)
has positive measure, and hence (using standard techniques)
there is an interval : such that the density of (16) in Ext(:)
is at least 34 , i.e.,
Pr[(\y)[LA[ y]=0  MA( y)
has an accepting path] | : C= A]
> 34. (17)
Suppose y # N is sufficiently large that (using the notation of
Lemma 5.5) by>|:|, =y< 14, and g(n)<2
t(n), where n =
|sy |. MA( y) examines fewer than g(n) potential witnesses
x1 , ..., xr in the yth block of A, and by Lemma 5.5(ii),
Pr(LA[ y]=1 | x1 , ..., xr are not witnesses ) 12&=y>
1
4
where the probability is independent of : since by>|:|.
Certainly if MA( y) has an accepting path, so does MA ( y)
for any A having the same values as A on the g(n)-bit query
sequence for the accepting path. It follows that there exists
a y such that at least one-fourth of the measure of the set
[A : MA(Y) accepts] consists of sequences A for which
LA [ y]=1, and hence
Pr[(_y)[LA[ y]=1 and MA( y)
has an accepting path] | : C= A]
> 14,
contradicting (17); thus Pr(C)=0, i.e., LA  coNPA
with probability one. To see that LA  coNPA for every
algorithmically random A, it is enough to note that C is a
union of recursively closed sets (a 02-class) and hence
contains no algorithmically random sequences by the
‘‘effective zero-one law’’ of [18] or by Theorem 2 of [3].
It was observed by Longpre [24] that the proof of
Theorem 5.1 shows that +(Few P | Ei){0, since with
probability one, the number of witnesses for LA[ y]=1 is
less than n=|sy | for all but finitely y. To see this, note that
the inequality (6) can be extended to show that for all
sufficiently large n,
2u(n)&1<v(n)<2u(n),
so that
1
2
<
v(n)
2u(n)
<1. (18)
For a given y, the number X of witnesses for LA[Y]=1 is
a binomial random variable corresponding to v(n)
independent trials with probability 2&u(n), where n=|sy |;
the mean of X is v(n)2u(n). Using (18) and Chernoff bounds
(see [32, p. 71] or [14]),
Pr(X>n)<
1
- e \
e
n+
n2
.
Since
:
y
1
- e \
e
n+
n2
=:
n
2n
- e \
e
n+
n2
<,
it follows from the BorelCantelli lemma (Theorem 3.2)
than when A is algorithmically random there are only
finitely many y with more than n=|sy | witnesses.
Regan, Sivakumar and Cai [33] have recently shown
that if C is any class closed under finite unions and intersec-
tions such that Ei&C is nonempty, then C cannot have
measure one in Ei . Since it can be shown that for an
algorithmically random oracle A, EAi &NP
A is nonempty, it
follows that NPA is neither p- nor p2-measurable. The same
reasoning can be applied to any class C containing FewP
such that relative to a random oracle A, CA does not
contain all of EAi . For example, we have that relative to
a random oracle the classes P, PP,  pk , >
p
k , PH and
PSPACE are all not measurable in E2.
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